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Introduction
We begin by reviewing some basic facts pertaining to the solution c _he bi-infinite Toeplitz equations yj= c aj__kxk, jE h.
(1 1)
.
kEZ
Equations of this type arise in the problem of reconstructing a function f(r), t E R, from its values at integers {f(j): j E Z}. For instance, if f is some linear combination of integer translates of another function 4, viz.
C xjd;(x-i)9
(1 21 . jEZ then the coefficients {Xj: j E Z} satisfy (1.1) with yj =f( j) and aj =4(j), j E H. Another example is the problem of DC preserving reconstructing a signal. Here the data is yj = f+lf(t) dt, jE& i (1 3) .
the Toeplitz matrix A = (a,_,: i, j E ZJ is given by a, = / I+'&(t) dt, jEZ.
J en 4 is a function of compact support, that is, 4(x) = 0, if 1 x I>/ II for some n E E,, the tz matrix (a, _j: i, j E Z) is bandeti, that is, aj = 0, j <j,, and j > j, for some jO, j, E Z. In this case. the symbol a(z) = C a@ (1 5)
jE.I
is a Laurent pol'nomial and the inverse of (1.1) on /%Z) = the space of bounded bi-infinite uences is given by where
( 1 7) .
This equation holds in some annulus {z: r < 1 z I< r-l}, r > 1, free of zeros of a(z), and so the sequence ( bi: j E Z) decays exponentially fast. In particular, the existence of the inverse matrix l3 = (3i-j: i, j E Z) is equivalent to the nonvanishing of the symbol a( z? on the unit circle. For the interpolation problem described above, the fimdamental fzuzction is the desired reconstruction of f from its value on Z. The exponential decay of the sequence i bi: j E H) implies that the fundamental function also decays exponentially fast. However, the matrix (b,_j: i, j E ZI) cannot be banded except in the most trivial of circumstances. This implies that L(x) will not (generally) be of compact support and hence our interpolant (1.10) at any point x E R depends on data far from x. Conscqu cstly, the use of ( 1.10) (or ( 1.8), for that matter) requires a truncation of the infinite series. Therefore it is desirable to have fundamental functions of compact support for numerical computation. Some spline reconstruction methods of this type are given in [3] .
In this paper we study this problem from a general perspective. In Section 2 we focus on general multivariate rectangular Toeplitz matrices and give a criteria for the existence of banded inverses.
Some examples of bivariate interpolation by cube splines are given. We also present in the last section reconstruction methods based on integer translates of ripplets, see [7] .
General theory
We let ti be the Banach algebra Ii under convolution. Thus for c aEP1]x&mand (x * y),:= c XpYa-p pez' of all complex vectors x = (x,), E lt, {x,: x E Z"} E C in any x, y E ZW), x = (xQ)aEBt, y = (ya)aEHt, II x III :=
283
The unit in &' is 8 := (&JrrEJ\, where S, = 0, a! E Z'\(O) and S,, = 1.
With every x E I'(P) we associate the Laurent series x(z):= c xuzU, z=(z ,,..., z,)EF, LYEZ' where g'={z:
z=(z, ,..., zJ ]zi]= 1, i= I ,..., s) is the distinguished boundary of the polydisc in C". Thus we have the useful identity
According to a lemma of Wiener (cf. 112, p.266] ), x E& is invertible if and only if x(z) f 0, z E.P, and in this case
provides the inverse of x.
The support of an x E& is defined to be the set of lattice points for which x, # 0, that is, supp x := (a: x, f 0, cy E Z.").
When x is of finite support, that is, I supp x I < 00, x-' is almost never of finite support, In fact we have the next lemma. Proof. If x, x-' are of finite support, the Laurent polynomials x(z), (x-l)(z) do not vanish for z E (C\(O))" since x(z)(x-9(zj = 1. It easily follows, for instance by induction on s, that x(z) =dza and d E C\{O}, ; E CC\(O))'. q This observation !ea.ds us into the following situation. Let J& be the Banach space of all bounded sequences on H" with the sup norm. Suppose that A = (a,i), 1 ,< i < k, 1 <j G I, is a k X I matrix, k < I, whose elements are in JP'. A determines an operator on the space 
Hence by Cramer's rule we also have
for some cij ES', 1 < i < I, 1 <j < k, and by construction
where Z&z) is the k x k identity matrix on C=". We claim that AC = IA, that is,
. c a. * Crj = 66ij, lr 1 <i<k, 1 <j<k.
(2 3)
r=l
But by formula (2.1) this is equivalent to A( z)C( z) = I,$ z). This proves the first claim.
NOW, for the second part of the theorem we suppose we can choose a C = (Cij)_ 1 < i < I, This fact is known to follow from the Hilbert Nullstellensatz, cf. [13,1 Sj. The condition (2.4) means that A(z):@? 3 C" is sujective for all z E CC\(O)R Also, from the Nullstellensatz it follows that the ideal of Laurent polynomials generated by the polynomials is trivial.
As for the proof of Theorem 2.3, we define the 1 x k matrix Dil,.__.jl: 
,..., * For this choice the matrix (2.6) satisfies (2.5). IX (Theorem 2.3)
Returning to Theorem 2.2, we see the remainder of the proof uses the matrix C(z) in (2.5) to verify, as in part (i), that AC = Ik. 0
As a corollary, we obtain a result proved in [9] by a different argument. Proof. Suppose A(z) is surjective for all z E (C \(O})'. Then according to Theorem 2.2 there are elements C,j E A!, I SUPP Crj I < 00, 1 < I' < I, 1 <j < k, such that Consequently, we have
Conversely, if there is a z,, E (C \{O})' such that A( ZJ is not surjective, then there is a vector l=&..., t,) E Ck\{O} such that k Caji(Z())tj=O, l<i<Z.
j=l Set dj = ~(e-ie~~)tj, 1 <j < k, where Z, = e'? for some 8,) E F Then it follows directly that dP . . . , d, satisfies the difference equation (2.7) above. This proves the result.
•I
Local interpolation
In this section we apply Theorem 2.2 to multivariate interpolation on the regular lattice Z". Thus we want to find a fundamental function L, L(a)=6,,, a!EiP, (3 1) .
which means that the linear operator (If)(x) = c f(4UX -4 (3 2) .
aEZ'
interpolates f at a, viz.
(If )(a, -f(a), a! E ZI". (3 3) .
We are interested in fundamental functions constructed as follows: give one possible solution of (3.1).
rl4ci fundamental function of the desired form (3.4) (by which we mean (CR: 0, Ly E h'}, I = 1 . . . . , m. are finite) requires that the Laurent polynomials (3.5) have no common zeros in (C\(0))S. In this case, to find the coefficients of L we must solve the algebraic equation j=l for some Laurent polynomials using Griibner bases methods.
) .
ci( z), 1 <j < m. These equations can be solved symbolically by cf.
[ 11.
, Griibner bases computation is used to solve the problem of determining if a polynomial Ir is in the ideal generated by a given set of polynomials pi, . . . , pm and, if so, to determine polynomials g rr. . . + g,n so that h = p1 g, + l . . +p,g,,. We can reduce the solution (3.6) to this question by setting c= CC,,. . .,S,> and z = (t,,. . ., z,) and introducing the lynomials . yEZS
Since det(( -1)' -": e' E Es) = -2" f 0, the existence of a solution to (3.8) is equivalent to the requirement that the polynomials If we allow in (3.7) an integer other than two, it becomes much easier to construct a fundamental function of compact support. Suppose that 4 is a continuous function of compact uch that there is a j3 E interiorbupp 4) with p =py, p E Z,, y E hS, and for every ). pat g interiorbupp 4). Then L( x I= qbt px + p>/&P, is a fundamental functicn. may reduce the accuracy of the interpolation scheme (3.2). For instance, suppose ivalently by the Poisson summation formula), 4. We let T(o) = d(e-'9 and observe by the chain rule that the condition (3.14) is equivalent to T(O) = 2" and (D"T)(rre) = 0 for all e E E,\(O) and I p I < k. We will use (3.14) in this form and first estabtish the sufficiency of (3.14) and (3.15). In fact, we will show that (3.14) (3.15) imply that L also satisfies C3.15) and i(O) = 1. This will insure, by the Poisson summation formula, that l(QRs)) E rrJR"), and so, since If interpolates f on Zs, (3.13) would follow. Now, Leibnitz's rule implies where cy r 2y + e. Here we have used the 2rr-periodicity of 7'. According to (3.14) it follows that (DPL)(2var) = 0 for all ,a E 2"\22" and 1 p 1 <k. If (Y E $Z"\{O}, then (3.15) and (3.16) pith e = 0 im@y that (DPL)(2n~) is again zero. Hence, L indeed satisfies (3.15) with L(O) = 2-V(1)+(0) = 1.
For the converse, suppose that (3,13) is valid. Then it is well know? that 2 satisfies (3.15) (with 4 rep1acf.d by L) and also L(O) = 1. Thus d( 1) = 2", since 4(O) = 1 by assumption. Moreover, for e E E,\{O} and ] p ] < k, 0 = (D'%)(2Te) = 2--' 'p'(DpT)(~e)&~e) + 2-s-IPi = o<cr<fi ( 1 f (D"T)(ae)(DP-'&re). cr*;P Hence, whenever (DpT)(Te) = 0, for all p E h" such that 0 < I_C G 6, p f & it follows that (D@T)(Te) = 0. Thus we conclude inductively on I /3 I that (3.14) holds. As for (3.15), we have for tu=2y#Oand
]fi]<k, 0 = (D%)(2~aj = 2-s-IS1 i (DP3)(2~y)2" + c
OGpq3 ($)(D'T)(O)(D~-'@(27iy)
IL+0 1
Hence, whenever (D@(2ay) = 0, for all p E Z" with 0 <p < j3, Al, f p, then (Dp&2rry) = 0. Therefore, (3.15) also follows inductively on I/3 1. q Remark 3.3. The same proof provides a similar result for coordinate degree polynomials. Also, we remark that Proposition 3.2 shows that when 4 satisfies (3.121, then L given by (3.7) with L(0) = 1 satisfies (3.15) (with 4 replaced by L), if and only if 4 satisfies (3.15) and d(z) satisfies (3.14).
Next, we discuss a method suggested by results in [3] which is guaranteed to preserve accuracy. Let 4 be a function of compact support. Suppose that 9 is a finite-dimensional subspace of polynomials invariant under an arbitrary shift, that is, S,p :=p( l +y) ~9 for all y E W whenever p ELF. We also require that 9 is an invariant subspace of the linear operator (Tf J(x) = c f(+b(x -4, x E IIJE aE.z"
As mentioned in the proof of Proposition 3.2, conditions on of 4 will insure that this is the case when 9 = ~JRY). For see [2] . Proof. According to formula (3.21) and (3.10) for the fundamental function (3.7) we see that (3.23) is equivalent to (3.24). 0
We give several examples of these results using bivariate cube splines. Recall, in general the cube spline c(x I Xl, x E IF, where X = {x1,. . . , x"} c h" \{O} is the distribution defined by
When the vectors X span IF!", c( . ] X) is a density which is a piecewise polynomial, cf.
[4] and references therein for facts about the cube spline. We only need to know here that Since x, > 0, b, 2 0 and C, E s+a_zp = C, E ,+ = 1, the highest eigenvalue of the matrix (bZo+: cy, p E Z") is one. This ergenvalue is known to be simple among finitely supported sequences. Thus the soiution of the above eigenvector equation will determine the necessary values of the cube spline. This leaves us to decide whether or not the Laurent polynomials 1,5(( -1)'~ i J'), e E E,, have common zeros in (C\(O))". Below we record several examples of this computation for bivariate cube splines corresponding to the directions (1, 0), (0, l), (1, l), ( -1, 1) repeated with multiplicities. We indicate the results of the computation by displaying the support of the cube spline and labeling the value of the spline at lattice points interior to its support. We have scaled the values so that they are all integers. The actual values of c(a I X) are obtained by dividing each integer by the sum of all the nonzero values of the cube spline at lattice points. The set of vectors which generate the e sphnc in each example can be identified by the shape of its support and SO we do not specifically note this information. It would be interesting to have a general result about the construction of fundamental functions of the form (3.7) or (3.22) using cube splines.
We end this section with an application of Proposition 3.2 for univariate functions. Recall (3.37) ~t~~~~ we will not make use of it, f! satisfies the following functional equation:
e equation (3.37) implies that { ft( :j): j E Z} is a Polya frequency sequence. Hence, Corollary lies that there is a fundamental function of the type (3.36). By construction l!?')(2mj> = 0, r=O. l,..., I, for all j E Z \{O}, and so it follows that the corresponding interpolation operator I. given by (3.2!, is exact for pol-ynomials of degree < 1.
Let us identify the unique fundamental function of minimal support. We begin by observing that fl has support in [O, i( n + I) + l].
C~~~~l.n+I=2r.Thenforanyl~m~2r-1 = n + I -1 there exist unique polynomials such that
Cclr . [Id, . We set hi = 0 for j e {O, 1,. . . ,2r -2) and define Cj = hj+zmv j E E. Thus we get Again, we set hj = 0 for j 4 (0, 1,. . . ,2r --3) and define Cj := hj+Zm, j E Z. This also leads to (3.38) and (3.39). We summarize these observations in the following theorem. Comments on Theorem 2.2 0 Our original idea for the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 2.2 was based on the Quillen-Suslin theorem, cf.
[ll]. This result insures that if the matrix A(z) is of full rank for z E (C \{O}Y, it can be imbedded into a square matrix M(z) with determinant one, whose first k rows agree with those of A(z) and the remaining elements are Laurent polynomials. From M(z), the matrix C(z) is easily constructed as are the first I columns of M(z). However, we realized only after reading the interesting paper [15] that the Nullstellensatz could also be used for its proof. 0 The proof we presented is a "distillation" of the proof of Theorem 2.3 given in [15] "stripped" to its essential detail. Later, as we sought information on Griibner bases techniques for polynomial ideal calculations we discovered [S] , where the identical proof of Theorem 2.3 was given. The author of that paper also references [15] .
